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Learning Intention :
To identify ways in which normal life changed as a result
of the pandemic.
Success Criteria;

To discuss how our own lives changed during the
pandemic.
To know that it is important to talk to others if feeling
anxious about the changes caused by the pandemic.
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Key  Vocabulary
pandemic

coronavirus
anxious
anxiety

uncertain
lockdown

 



The coronavirus pandemic has changed our lives in many
ways. 

Table Talk activity

As a table discuss how our lives have changed during the
pandemic. One person in your group should make a list on
a whiteboard.

The New Norm



The coronavirus pandemic has changed our lives in many ways. 

The New Norm



The New Norm

Interview Questions

What was the worst thing for you about the pandemic, coronavirus and
lockdown?
What was it like learning from home? 
Can you give details of a (good or bad) memory you will never forget
from the pandemic?
Can you think of one lesson we should all learn from the pandemic? Did
you learn any valuable lessons yourself?
Did you feel anxious during the pandemic? What about?
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Task

The First News newspaper has come to your school and wants to write a story
about how your life changed during the pandemic for it's young readers. One of you
will be the journalist asking the questions and taking notes and the other will be the
person being interviewed. You have ten minutes to complete the interview and
complete the questionnaire and then you and your partner will swap roles.



Reflection
The pandemic has been a scary and uncertain time for everyone.
Many of our lives have been affected. Unfortunately, exciting
things such as holidays, shows, days out, festivals and even just
meals out at restaurants have had to be cancelled. Family
celebrations such as birthdays have had to be cancelled because of
family members being sick or lockdown rules. It is ok if you still feel
anxious, sad  or disappointed because of all the changes. It is
perfectly natural to feel that way. Make sure you talk things out
with friends, family or your teachers if you need to. 



Ask a family member what is the one thing they will never forget about
the pandemic.
Ask a family member if there are any lessons they have learned from
the pandemic.

TAKE HOME 




